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FIGHTERS OVER FRANCE AGAIN

Spitfires and Hurricane bombers of Fighter Command made several successful

attacks on targets in Occupied France today.

A Polish fighter wing set a factory on fire, and one squadron circled the

blazing plant, leisurely "peeling off" one after the other and "boating it up,"
as the leader said, "in the goad old-fashioned style."

Other plants were also attacked, and badly knocked about.

On the way to the target one squadron which was flying very low saw several

German airmen washing and hanging out their clothes. They were machine-gunned,

and, as one Polish pilot said, "many of the launderers kicked their last bucket,
no?".

One pilot of this squadron stayed circling the plant to make sure that the

fire would destroy it before he left for his base.

Another squadron shot up a goods train on the way to the target. The Poles

were met by some ground resistance, and one pilot flew so low to put a gun post
out of action that his propeller hit a shrub. When he returned he found that each

blade had six inches chopped off it.

Another Pole owes his life to the fact that he was leaning forward, intent on

the target, when a bullet zipped through his cockpit exactly where his head would

have been in the normal flying position.

All these fighters spent ton minutes emptying their ammunition into the target.
Afterwards French people waved at them as they left.

The Polish wing commander made a lone-wolf attack on gun posts after he had

seen his wing safely launched on their target.

"It was a field day. We seldom have such a good time," said a polish pilot

after his return.

Hurricane bombers raided a factory from roof height, one pilot planting his

bombs from 30 feet. They then shot up oil tanks.

While this was going on, an escorting squadron silenced three anti-aircraft

gun posts and gunned a lorry load of German soldiers.

One Spitfire pilot, hit by anti-aircraft fire, was last heard enquiring about

the safety of a friend. He saw a shell explode near his comrade 's machine and

asked him over the radio if he were all right. The pilot replied "yes", but his

friend was not seen again.

Another Spitfire squadron made two attacks with cannon on a factory, and were

then waved at by people in a nearby village.

Some excellent shooting was also reported by pilots attacking objectives in

the Cherbourg Peninsula. They encountered heavy "flak", and one of the Spitfires
was hit. The pilot baled out and was seen in the sea in his "Mae West" by a

comrade. This pilot threw down his rubber dinghy, which fell near his friend

in the water.


